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Need to ensure high-quality growth
Countries need strong regulations to manage expansion, balanced distribution and environmental sustainability
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ollowing the just-concluded
annual sessions of China’s
top legislature and political
advisory body, the leadership elected at the 19th National
Congress of the Communist Party
of China now assumes its new
duties and will lead China on the
way to achieving high-quality economic growth.
The resistance to economic globalization that has built up over
the last few years has much to do
with the poor quality of economic
growth in many parts of the world.
Greater emphasis on achieving
higher and higher rates of economic growth has become an obsession
for several countries, particularly
among emerging markets.
The obsession has led to over-

exploitation of resources. Natural
resources such as water and mineral deposits have been ruthlessly
exploited, leading to serious ecological degradation and damage to the
environment. The consequences are
visible in China, which for the last
few years has been trying hard to
make its economic growth environmentally sustainable.
Greater attention to the rate of
economic growth, as opposed to its
quality, has also created problems
of distribution. In spite of emerging markets such as China growing at high rates, the beneﬁts of
the growth have not been equally
shared by all. This has widened the
income gap among various sections
of society.
Inequality has always been a
difficult issue for any leadership
to tackle, since it gives rise to both
political and social unrest. Managing inequality therefore becomes a
major public policy challenge for
leaderships. As a result, along with
the rate of growth, countries now
also have to pay attention to a balanced pattern of distribution.
Ensuring high-quality growth
is not easy. The most difficult part
of the challenge is in managing
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institutions. Industries, businesses,
households and innovations must
adapt and respond to the target of

maintaining the quality of growth.
But they might not be able or willing to do so, given their habit of

pursuing high growth.
It is therefore important to have
strong regulations for making them
adjust to the challenge of highquality growth.
But it is not enough to have
just regulations. The leaderships
have to make sure the regulations
are implemented by institutions
that are vigilant on growth. The
most important institutions in
this regard include ministries and
government departments — both at
the federal and local levels — courts
and other regulatory agencies.
The task of ensuring regulatory
efficiency requires strong political leadership, which will see to it
that all those participating in the
process of economic growth are
rewarded according to their contributions.
The leadership must also ensure
that economic expansion, whether
through greater use of natural
resources or technological innovations, should not come at a high
cost for the people and society.
And this can happen only if the
emphasis on the quality of growth
and its distribution are maintained
through strong regulations and
checks on overexploitation.
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oth China and Russia have
re-elected their presidents,
and the two countries,
China led by President Xi
Jinping and Russia by Vladimir
Putin, seem to be on track to reinforce their bilateral ties.
Global major power relations
took a new turn at the end of 2017,
especially after the United States
officially designated China as a
strategic rival. This, of course, was
anything but a declaration of a new
“Cold War”, but it certainly exhibited a palpable change in attitude.
The earlier careful balance between
engagement and hedging in the US’
China policy has been disrupted.
Tensions, that have always been
there, are becoming more pronounced.
This pales in comparison with

the sharp tailspin in US-Russia
relations since 2014. Perhaps it is
safe to say Washington-Moscow ties
might get worse.
With several rounds of sanctions,
accusations of election meddling,
and rising military tensions, not
least in Syria, the US-Russian
agenda has de facto shrunk to just
one item: War avoidance. This state
of affairs is likely to persist for years
— if we are lucky, of course.
For Washington, both China and
Russia are power rivals of the US.
In a stark and stunning departure
from previous US foreign policy
practices, Washington is now seeking to simultaneously contain Beijing and Moscow.
But by pressuring both at the
same time, the US is drawing
China and Russia closer together.
This may be due to Washington’s
self-conﬁdence and its disdain for
old-fashioned “Kissingerian” geopolitics, but it may also be due to
the simple lack of strategic thinking
in Washington.
China and Russia have been
cooperating closely over the past

three decades. But since the
Ukraine crisis, the process has
become more dynamic. Moscow
and Beijing are now coordinating
their policies on a wider range of
issues; Chinese companies have
been given access to Russia’s energy
resources in exchange for investments in Russia’s energy sector;
Russia has agreed to sell China
more sophisticated weapons systems; and the two countries’ navies
have held exercises in the Atlantic
basin as well as the Paciﬁc.
Still, barring a simultaneous
US attack against both, which is
unlikely, Russia and China will not
form a military bloc. In general,
permanent peacetime alliances
which were the hallmark of the
second half of the 20th century are
not a salient feature of the much
more ﬂuid 21st century, except as a
system supporting a single power’s
global leadership, as in the case of
the US. China and Russia, each of
which is a great power, perceive no
need for an outside protector, and
seek no hegemony over each other.
They need reassurance, but also

ﬂexibility. The current formula of
their relationship — “never against
each other, but not necessarily
always with each other” — suits
them well.
Yet Russia’s economy is ﬁve times
smaller and population 10 times
smaller than China’s, and its economic growth rate anemic. US and
European sanctions have sharply
reduced Russia’s access to Western
credits, investment and technology,
and Russia has come to rely more
on China.
In these circumstances, there is
little in the realm of foreign policy
that Moscow needs as badly as a
realistic strategy of economic interaction with Beijing that would help
Russia’s development while avoiding overdependence on its neighbor. A Russia that feels comfortable
about its relationship with China is
also in Beijing’s best interest.
Even as the US’ global leadership
is waning, and competition among
countries increases, national leadership is becoming more important,
and the lack of it is turning into a
signiﬁcant disadvantage.

Weak leadership within Europe
— at the country and European
Union levels — has contributed
much to the EU’s current woes.
Weak leadership in the US has led
to a near paralysis of the American
political system. In Russia, twice
last century, weak leadership led to
state collapse.
The next decade will be crucial
for the fate of all major powers.
Will the US’ political class regain
its self-conﬁdence to ﬁx the broken
political system and improve America’s competitiveness in a world
where US dominance will continue
to shrink? Will the EU consolidate
and turn into a single strategic
player, or will it fragment even
more? How will China manage the
shift from the export-driven to a
domestic consumption-based model, even as it proceeds to reshape
the world order? Can Russia handle
a political transition and modernize its economy while resisting the
growing pressure of the US?
These are just some of the questions where the quality of national
leadership is a decisive issue.

